ENTERPRISE OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

IMPROVE EMPLOYEE HEALTH. MITIGATE WORK RELATED RISKS.

In order to manage employee health and proactively mitigate your organization’s liability exposure, organizations need an effective mechanism to monitor employee medical information, including vaccination records and employee exposure records.

ProcessMAP’s cloud based Occupational Health Management Solution provides visibility to enterprise-wide employee medical records, enables centralized storage and tracking, and ensures compliance with relevant regulations. Robust system logic provides automatic notifications when employees are due for physicals, revaccinations, and other critical assessment activities.

FEATURES

- Manage EHR data through the Employee Health Profile Manager across all facilities and business units.
- Streamlined workflow to manage case progression, treatment, restrictions or return work for employees.
- Comprehensive medical surveillance through advanced scheduling, automated notifications and data management features.
- Schedule tasks and activities for all activities such as clinic visits, immunization process, testing and regulatory compliance.
- Seamless integration with Safety Management for greater compliance with OSHA and other regulations.

BENEFITS

- Increased accuracy and compliance by electronic tracking of EHR data. Monitor key wellness indicators (BP, weight, cholesterol, etc.)
- Eliminate data redundancy through seamless integration between clinic and safety solution for better communication.
- Effortlessly control disease management for the entire organization through automated system support.
- Real-time insight into organization health risk and performance through KPI library and dynamic dashboard.
- Single point to manage wellness, treatment, OSHA incidents and worker compensation.

ProcessMAP’s robust system logic provides automatic activity notifications, including when employees are due for physicals, revaccinations, and other health assessment events. Embedded business intelligence tools analyze medical surveillance records and identify hazard trends to proactively manage employee health, while mitigating corporate risks.
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